Semi-Supervised Learning with Generative Adversarial Networks for Pathological Speech Classification
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Abstract—One application of deep learning in medical applications is the use of deep neural networks to classify human speech as healthy or pathological. In such applications, the audio signal is transformed into a spectrogram that captures its time-varying content and the latter “images” are fed into a classifier for classification. A challenge in applying this approach is the shortage of suitable speech data for training purposes. Labelled data acquisition requires significant human effort and/or time-consuming experiments. In this paper, we propose a semi-supervised learning approach that employs a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to alleviate the problem of insufficient training data. We compare the classification performance of a traditional classifier and our semi-supervised classifier. We observe that the GAN-based semi-supervised approach demonstrates a significant improvement in terms of accuracy and ROC curve when supplied an equivalent number of training samples.

Index Terms—Generative Adversarial Network, pathological speech classification, semi-supervised learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning applications in health care have attracted significant research effort over recent years. One such application is the use of neural networks to classify speech as healthy or pathological. A challenge to improvement in this area is the shortage of labelled data as the production of quality data requires significant human effort and expertise (e.g. experts to label a speech sample with an associated pathology) and time-consuming experiments (e.g. recordings of human speech that may give rise to ethical and privacy concerns).

Semi-supervised learning is a method of learning incorporating both labelled and unlabelled data into training models [1] [2]. While labelled data are expensive, unlabelled data are plentiful and inexpensive. Training with both labelled and unlabelled data enables the network to alleviate the data shortage problem and improve overall classification performance.

This paper explores a semi-supervised learning method employing a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) for pathological speech classification. We demonstrate that the semi-supervised GAN outperforms the traditional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in terms of accuracy and area under the curve (AUC) when supplied with identical labelled training data. In Section 2, an overview of related work in the areas of pathological speech classification, GANs and semi-supervised learning is presented. In Section 3, we describe our approach to applying a GAN to semi-supervised learning for pathological speech classification. Section 4 describes our experimental settings and results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A typical pathological speech classification process (as depicted in Figure 1) consists of two main components: a feature extractor that applies speech signal processing techniques to compute salient features and a classifier that categorizes those features as indicative of healthy or pathological speech. For example, previous approaches employed a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a classifier with Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) as input features. This approach has achieved an accuracy of 88% [3] on a dataset consisting of over 3750 healthy and Parkinson’s speech samples.

![Fig. 1. A typical pathological speech classification model](image)

With the emergence of deep learning algorithms, pathological speech classification models based on neural networks have also been proposed. For example, in [4], [5], [6] and [7], MFCCs serve as input vectors to a Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP). MLP drawbacks however, include overfitting and a potentially long training period due to the large number of model parameters. To address MLP-related issues, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based models were proposed. Using a CNN-based approach (with a CaffeNet architecture), a state-of-the-art result of 98.77% accuracy was reported with the...
Saarbrucken Voice Database consisting of 1616 pathological speech samples and 686 normal speech samples in the form of sustained vowel /a/ [8]. However, much work to date in the area of pathological speech classification has assumed that an adequate corpus of training samples (including both normal and pathological speech) is available to the model to be trained. In this paper we explore how a lack of training data can be mitigated through semi-supervised learning.

Recently, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) were proposed as a means of generating highly realistic images [9]. Since their introduction, an important application of GANs is in semi-supervised learning. In such a setting, a GAN’s generator generates unlabelled data representing a real data distribution and a multi-class (rather than binary) discriminator classifies input data. Semi-supervised learning with GANs, introduced in [10] as a Categorical GAN or CatGAN, has shown significant improvements compared to traditional classifiers in image classification with several benchmark datasets. In [11], several features and training techniques were proposed to improve the performance of GANs for semi-supervised learning. In [12], the proposed semi-supervised GAN outperforms the traditional CNN-based approach with the same number of training samples with the MNIST dataset. In [13], a semi-supervised GAN also yields an accuracy gain with CIFAR10 and SHVN datasets. The proposed method in [14] is to train data generation and semi-supervised classification in parallel and achieves state-of-the-art results with several datasets. Besides the GAN-based approach, variational generative methods such as the Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) are also employed in semi-supervised learning as an approximate Bayesian inference method to extract data density information for prediction [15]. In [16] a VAE is successfully employed for semi-supervised learning.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our method for modifying the traditional GAN architecture to suit the task of semi-supervised pathological speech classification.

The original GAN [9] is illustrated in Figure 2. GANs are generative models taking random noise as input and generating a real data distribution. A vanilla GAN consists of a discriminator and a generator. The generator takes random noise as input and generates new data samples. The discriminator’s objective is to discriminate between real and generated samples (provided by the generator). The two networks compete with each other until an equilibrium point is reached where the discriminator cannot reliably discriminate between real and fake data.

Let $D$ be the discriminator and $G$ be the generator. The minimax game between $D$ and $G$ is modelled mathematically as follows:

$$V(G, D) = \min_G \max_D E_x[\log D(x)] + E_z[1 - \log(D(G(z)))]$$  (1)

where $E_x$ is the expected value over all real data samples, $D(x)$ is the probability that a real data sample is categorized as real, $E_z$ is the expected value over all noise samples, $G(z)$ is the generated output from the generator from input noise $z$. The objective of the training process is to train $D$ to maximize the probability of classifying generated samples $G(z)$ as fake and to train $G$ to convince $D$ that generated samples, $G(z)$, are real. In other words, $D$ is trained to maximize the loss function (1) while $G$ is trained to minimize (1).

**Semi-supervised GAN** To alleviate the problem of a shortage of training data, unlabelled and labelled data are incorporated to enhance the decision boundary as depicted in Figure 3. By incorporating unlabelled data into the training process, the semi-supervised model attempts to shift the decision boundary to better cluster the data distribution [2]. This can be viewed as the model attempting to first cluster the data and subsequently, finding the decision boundary by assuming that unlabelled data points carry the same label as their neighbouring labelled data region.

![Data points in supervised learning with limited amount of labelled data (left) and in semi-supervised learning with labelled data and unlabelled data (right)](image)

A GAN-based approach for semi-supervised learning (as illustrated in Figure 4) incorporates generated data from the GAN’s generator as unlabelled data and feeds these data into the discriminator. In this work, we modify the discriminator to not only classify a data sample as real or fake as in the original GAN but to also classify that sample as healthy.
or pathological. We modify the discriminator’s architecture by adding an additional output layer in parallel with the output layer for real/fake classification to classify speech data as pathological or healthy. A detailed description of this implementation is presented in Section IV.

Flattened data are then fed in two directions: to a discriminator for classification as fake or real and to a second discriminator for classification as pathological or healthy. For pathological speech classification, the final output layer is a single neuron with a sigmoid activation function for binary classification. For real/fake discrimination, we create a custom layer to calculate the probability of data being real. The output layer of this discriminator also consists of a single neuron with a sigmoid activation function for binary classification.

The generator is built according to the architecture shown in Figure 6. The shape of the random noise input to the generator is (16, 16, 64) after being reshaped from (16384, 1). Upsampling layers are subsequently employed to increase the dimensions of the data from (16, 16) to (128, 128). After each upsampling layer, we apply convolutional layers with a stride of 2 and a batch normalization layer with a momentum of 0.8. The generated spectrograms have a shape of (128, 128, 1).

Traditional CNN: For the traditional CNN, we use the same architecture as for the discriminator in the GAN in order to ensure the performance of the semi-supervised GAN and that of the traditional CNN are directly comparable.

Hyperparameter Configuration: We train both models with 10000 epochs, with a batch size of 32, with the Adam optimizer [20] and with a learning rate of 0.00002. For loss functions, we use binary cross entropy for both networks. Accuracy is chosen as the evaluation metric as the number of healthy and pathological samples are balanced. We separate a total of 4000 speech spectrograms into 3200 samples for training and 800 samples for testing. Across each experiment we reduce the number of samples for training as follows: 3200, 2400, 1600, 1000 and 800 samples. The performance of both networks are then compared for each number of training samples.

B. Results

1) Generative Results: A spectrogram generated by the proposed GAN is shown in Figure 7.

2) Classification Results: We compare the performance of the traditional CNN against the semi-supervised GAN based on two evaluation metrics: classification accuracy and area under curve (AUC).

The classification accuracy of the traditional CNN and the semi-supervised GAN using decreasing numbers of training samples are shown in Table I. The accuracies achieved by both models decrease as the number of samples is reduced from 3200 to 800. Comparing the two models, when trained with the same number of training samples, we observe a significant improvement in accuracy with the semi-supervised GAN. Our result confirms that semi-supervised learning with the GAN-based approach considerably improves the overall accuracy and alleviates the problem of insufficient training data.

To further assess our approach, we plot the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves and measure the Area Under the ROC curve (AUC) for both models. The ROC curve captures the performance of a classifier by capturing the relationship between the false positive rate and the true
positive rate along the x-axis and y-axis respectively using different threshold values. The ROC curves generated from 800 training data samples are shown in Figure 8.

The AUC of the semi-supervised GAN versus that of the traditional CNN is summarised in Table II. We observe a similar trend as for classification accuracy, i.e. the AUC of the semi-supervised GAN is higher than that of the traditional CNN for similar numbers of training samples. This result provide further evidence that our GAN-based semi-supervised approach outperforms our traditional CNN for this pathological speech classification task.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore an approach employing semi-supervised learning with a GAN for pathological speech classification. We conduct experiments on the SPDD and compare the classification performance of a traditional CNN with that of a GAN-based semi-supervised approach under the same training conditions. Classifiers are compared using two evaluation metrics: classification accuracy and Area Under Curve (AUC). Our results indicate that for our speech classification task the semi-supervised approach both outperforms the traditional CNN in terms of higher classification accuracy and AUC and has the potential to alleviate the data shortage problem associated with speech pathology classification.
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